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Scott Bailey Mar 19

I’m vaccine injured and have been taking it for 18 months. For me it had a very dramatic

effect. I’m convinced I wasn’t yet another Died Suddenly story because of it. I now have

normal d-dimer, crp results. Although my EKG is still significantly different than it was pre-

vaccination. I’m guessing that will never go back to normal.

LIKE (32) REPLY

Old Guy Mar 19

Natto contains vitamin K2. Vitamins D3, K2 and magnesium are a big deal in atherosclerosis

prevention. As I understand it, K2 activates osteocalcin helping calcium deposition in bone

and acts on matrix GLP to prevent deposition of calcium in arteries. (or something very much

like that- if memory serves). I'm not quite sure how to put this together with the nattokinase,

but these all seem to me to be important parts to consider in this important matter.

LIKE (30) REPLY (2)

Writes Surak Surak substack blog Mar 19

Question... My wife has polycystic liver disease. Last year, a surgeon marsupialized (de-

roofed) the 4 largest cysts; 2 have now grown to take their place. She is avoiding all soy-

based foods because the phyto-estrogens help the cysts to grow. She has some

abdominal atherosclerosis based on recent imaging, but she needs to avoid nattokinase.

Do you propose direct consumption of D3, K2, and Mg? Thanks.
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Do you propose direct consumption of D3, K2, and Mg? Thanks.
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Old Guy Mar 19

A very good question and point well made about the phytoestrogens. I don't

propose or recommend anything because I don't know enough about the situation.

One would need to know what is relevant about the genetics of polycystic liver

disease and the status of liver and renal function - lab tests- for starters. Will these

substances be metabolized as they are in most people? You might consider

consulting with a primary care physician or naturopathic practitioner who might

already know about this special case or will be willing to explore it with you and

monitor the appropriate parameters and recommend course corrections as needed.

With all good will I wish your wife and you the best.
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Mike Rogers Mar 20

That's interesting. Robert Malone recommends K2 MK7 amongst other things, for

Cardiovascular health.
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Writes randall stoehr randall’s Substack Mar 19

As does the magic of a Horse De-wormer within the beauty of Natures gift to humanity,

Ivermectin.
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doors Mar 19

Another tragedy, that when I tell people I took ivermectin many ask, “the horse

dewormer?” That millions would he alive today had then been told the truth is a true

crime against humanity.
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Writes randall stoehr randall’s Substack Mar 19

Better to have ivermectin in your home med kit than Bayer Aspirin or Tylenol.

This is Survival 101 Tech. Not "Remedy Referral for Dummies" from my HMO

locations.

Oh and by the way before you leave today....have you got that new booster? DUH!

NADA!
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Gordon Groves Mar 19

I have serious vaccine injury and have been taking Natto-Serra for nearly six months and

haven't noticed anything getting better. But maybe it's meant to effect benefits on a scale too

subtle for my discernment.
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Writes Eileen Eileen’s Substack Mar 19

Sorry about that G. I have just started and do have high hopes it will help
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Tareq I. Albaho, PhD Mar 19

Dear Dr McCullough. Thank you for continuing to practice medicine (when so many of your

colleages sadly stopped around 3 years ago).
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Kenobi Mar 19

Please weigh in on the nano-technology / hydrogel controversy. It seems that hydrogel is

appearing in the unvaccinated, and needs EDTA IV therapy to be broken down. I may be

summarizing this wrong, but I haven't seen any claims about this addressed by yourself or

others such as Dr. Malone. Could you explain if you have seen any weird structures in blood

of vaccinated or unvaccinated individuals is showing structures using dark field microscopy?

In Dr. Ana's argument, nattokinase can be used to help against micro clotting, but won't

address / fix these structures. It appears that unvaccinated individuals will develop nano scale

structures after simply being around vaccinated people.

https://rumble.com/v29oksg-live-8-uncensored-maria-zeee-rages-uninjected-have-same-

nanotech-clots-grap.html
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aldous huxtable Mar 19

Hopefully some pill form is available because I have found natto to be one of the world's least

edible foods. I could get descriptive but I won't.
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pretty-red, old guy Mar 19

McC's apparent solution:

https://www.twc.health/products/long-haul-formula

Nattokinase is in the formulation. . .
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Nattokinase is in the formulation. . .

For those asking the deep questions concerning your personal health:

https://www.twc.health/pages/dr-peter-mccullough

Remember, it is not a coincidence the Dr. McC is offering discussion on this subject.
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Writes Truth Matters Truth’s Substack Mar 19

We still do not know what is the complete recipe of the DOD produced shot poisons, right?

There is more than enough evidence to convict without ANY reasonable doubt ALL involved

of massive Treason which would…

1. STOP ALL Treason since many of these same psychopaths overlap across ALL other

Treason theatres.

2. Allow prosecution of Treason to move forward

WHY has this not happened anywhere???

NO victory can happen in America without UNITY of the right people to do things that matter

to restore our Constitutional Republic.

Find Gideon’s army of 300 men!

Keep up with serious writer Lex Greene, who writes for those who value Freedom. Lex’s

contact info at end of his piece...

https://newswithviews.com/unity-101-e-pluribus-unum

Respectfully,

A Fierce Mother/grandmother Lion (of 6 and counting!

P.S. Divided…our house is falling!
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